Westpro designs and manufactures turnkey modular Reagent Preparation & Dosing systems. These systems can be configured to handle both bulk chemicals and liquid reagents, and deliver them to the process at the desired solution strength.

**ADVANTAGES**

- Wide range of capacities available
- Silos or bag-unloading hoppers for bulk chemical storage
- Drum pumps for liquid reagent tote unloading
- Heavy duty mixing tank and holding tank, as required
- Mixing tank agitator custom designed to deliver the required agitation flow patterns in each application
- Dosing pumps with VFD’s to meter reagent to the process
- Piping, valves and instrumentation
- Local control panel with PLC
- Multiple reagent systems can be consolidated as a single module with required support structure
- System layouts fully customizable to suit available plant space

**Contact Westpo and find your process solution today.**